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. INTRpDUCTION

4
Numerous questions have been raised about the sex fairness' of vocational

interest inventories (e.g., Diamond, 1975; tittle & Zytowski, 1978). Aa a ton-
sequence, the National Institute of Education (Diamond, 1975) developed.guide-
lines for evaluating the sex bias/fairness of careel'interest inventories.

1

Also, in response to this concer
Nvocatidnal interest,inventories4
oped .(Trediger &Noeth, 19,9).

l

, modifications have'been made toexisting
=lbel', 1974), and new ones have been devel-

One promising development has been the finding that the occupational card
'sort technique seems to broaden the career options of women. TWo recent stud-
ies are of particuiar.interest. Cooter,,41976) compared the effects of the
Strt2mpbell Interest Inventory (SCII; Campbell, 1974) with the Non-Sexist.
Vpcat 1 Card Sort (NSVCS; Dewey, 1974) for undecided co ege females and
found that the VCS was more effective than the SCII in broadening career op-

' tions nontraditional bccupations.were listed). In a-later study,
. Lawler (1979) compared the VCS with the Self-Directed Search (SDS; Holla
1970b); the VCS was found to suggest a significantly broader range of
-tionsthan,the SDS..

ft'
The.ptesent study was designed to assess the impact of a recently devel-

oped occupational card sort,' the Occu-Sort (0 -S; Jones, 197,7a, 1977b)'-, on the

thoughts and activitiea of junior /senior high schooi students from rural, sub --
urban, and urban communities. Of particular interest was the proportion of
nontraditional occupations suggested to students by the 0-S;-as wets as -the
proportion of nontraditional occupations in which they later indicated an in-
terest. T[ie 0 -S was designed to avoid sex bias (Jones, inpress-b). The same
set of cards wansiused by both ,sexes, and the neuter forms of occupational

: titles were used. In selecting the occupations to be included in the O-S, -

those having strong sex role. associations were avoided. Thus, it was predicted
that students' career options would be broadened by being exposed to this ex-
peri'ence.

In addition to'investigating the above se,..x bias/fairness issue, several
Other important issues were investigated. The'effect of the 0 -S on junior and
senior High schOol students was studied in the-following areas: (a) under-
standing and retail of the'`three-letter occupational code obtained from the
10-S, (b) number of occupations suggested by the 0-S and being considered later,
(c°) satisfaction with ,this ),6cational counseling experience, (d) frequency and
variety of information sought after the experience, (e) satisfaction and cert.,
tainty'ot'vocational,'plans, (f) specificity of criteria for making.a vocational4.
*choice, (g) need for knowledge about oneself, and(h) need for educational and
occupational information. In addition, the validity and reliability .bf the .

occupational code were investigated. .

The ,principal'feature of the Occu-Sort system is a set of 60 cards. On
the front of each card are the name of'an occupation, its three-letter occupa-
tional code according to Holland's (1973),typology, and its General Educational
Develfpment(GED) level. according to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)
(LS:-Department of Labdr, 1966); on the ,back is a description of the occupation

c
V

lA second edition is now published (Jones, 1981)..
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as,found In-the DOT: Following the procedures originally outlined by Tyler

(1961)., users sort the -cards into three piles.: Would Not Choose, Might Choose,

and Uncertain. The cards in the Wbuld Not Choose pile are then resorted into

smaller piles according to the person's reasons for rejecting them (e.g.,

"They require that I travel asreat deal," or "These would be boring6). Simi-

larly, the Might Choose cards are sorted into smaller piles according to real-

sons'for theii being appropriate (e.g., "They require working with people And

I enjoy that'!). The Might Choose occupations are then rank-Ordered according

to.the person's preference for entering them. .These foUr steps stimulate indi-

viduals to think about and articulate their motivations and 'values in making a

career choice.

In the final step a personal three-letter code based on Holland's (1973)

six personality types--Realistic (R), Investigative (I), Artistic-(A), Social

(S), Enterprising (E), and Conventional(C)--is calculated. Using this code

(the individual is piled tebccupations which are similar to'those placed in

the Might Choose pile. In the present study the 0-S,Self-Guided Booklet

(Jones, 1979) was used. With this, version of the O-S, students are self-guided

through the sorting steps and the calculation of the occupational code, and
then they are shown mere than .560 occupations organized according to the six

Holland types: ft, I, A, S, E, and.C. In this way an individual's Acupa-'

'tional horizons may be widened.

The design, procedures, and questionnaires of this study are similar to
those used in a previous study (Zener & Schneulle, 1,972, 1976) where the
effects on high school students of the Self-Directed Search (SDS; Holland,
1970b)--:a self-administered, vocational counseling experience-Lwere studied.

Many of the same .effects were of interest in evaluatieg the OrS. Since the

present study included the SDS in its design, this study largely_replicated

the Zener and Schneulle study. Of the several differences, the present'study

included junior high school students in addition to those in senior high

school. This study alio included students from rural, suburban, and urban set-
'

,

%.#

The following criteria were,selea'ted to evaluate the 0-S:

1.

1. The student will indicatemore interest in nontraditional occupations_.
for,his or her sex on the 0 -S booklet, immediately alter having taken

the 0 -S And three weeks later:41

2. The student will be able to recall his or her three-letter code, in-
terpret it, and demonstrate an understanding of it'immediately after'. -

having completed the 0 -S and three weeks later.

. _

3. The Student will consider more occupations on the OIS booklet,-immedi-
ately after having taken the 0-S and dime weeks later., °

4.. The student will be satisfied with this vocationAl'oounseling experi-
ence., 4.

The student will engage in increased vocational information seeking
beha'vior., o t

0

A.

V



6. The student will be more certain and-Satisfied with his or her voca-
tional plans.

. ,

. The student will spend more
4
time thinking about his-orsher occupa-

. tional future. P

8. The student will be able to specify mot'cri ria thatare important
to hith or her in making a vocational,choice.

,W

3

9: The student will have less need for having information about' himself
or herself before beginning to make a vocational choice. .

1 0. The student will be more infirest ed in finding out specific informa-
tion abOut jobs and training programs. 0,

To test the effects of the 0-S-, it was compared to the SDS and a "no-

treatment" group. Thestudents who took the 0 -S were expected to be superior
on the above criteria when compared with the SDS and control groups. Since

the control group received no other treatment than that ordinarily provided by
the school or the students' families, this seemed to be a realistic prediction.

The SLIS is a well known, self-administered vocational counseling simula-
tion. In using the SDS, students evaluate their occupational daydreams, acti-
viti'es, aes, competencies; abilities, and vocational interests; from this they cal-
culate a three-letter occupational code. They IhenAme the code to find other'
related occupations in a bookie; called the OccupEtIPES Finder (OF; Holland,
1970a). The OF contains about 500 occupations orbniied aolbording to three-.
letter codes. Fay-example, those persons having a code of RIE look in'the RIE
section to find other occupations.having this code. They then generate the
permutations of this code (IRE, REI, IER, ERI) and look in those sections Oor
additional occupations. '

The 0 -S was expeted to be---m effective than the SDS for the folllowing
reasons: (a) occupations of interest are directly chosen rom the cards, the/
collection of occupations listed in the self guided booklet is more.open to
examination; and several.steps were taken to weaken the influence of sex
stereotypes In thg,occupations (discussed earlier); (b) the 0-S self-guided_
booklet gives a brief description Of Holland's theory and a brief definition
Of each of the six occupational types;` (c) ad itional occupations may be iden-
tified more easily, as the permutations of th 'three-letter code do not have
sto be, calculated and the,headingsand subheadings of the occupational group-
ings have informative, dese-tiptive labels; (d),specific instructions are given
regarding steps to take in finding put more information about specific occupa-
tidns; (e) the psychomotor activity required in the sorting of the cards is
qualitatively different and appears to be more absorbing than Completing a
"paper- pencil test"; (f) the equivalent of the SIA's OV is contained, within
the 0 -S booklet and is'taken with the Student, whereas the OF is viewed ass
being ".reusable" and is turned in when thestudept has finished;_and (g) the
student is stimulated to clafify and articulate his or her vocational motiva-
tions (i,.e., "What is and is not important to me about these occupations?").

ti

a
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In addition to these a orioriiiomparisons (0-S vs. SDS; 0-S vs. control),

several other "indeperidenp" variables were of interest (a posteriori compari-

sons). These included the effects of-sex, race, socioeconomic status, school

level (junioxVsenior high school), setting (rural, suburban, urban), and the

effect of having the students complete the study's questionnaires.

Also of interest were the psychometric characteiistics of the.0-S occupa- .

tional code. Test-retest reliability of the occupational chide over a th'ree-

week period was examined. Tee concurrent validity of the code was tested by

comparing it-Vith the code derived from the Vocational Preference Inventory
1(VPI; Holland,'1965), the definitive measure of the six occupational types.

The 0-S raw scores were intercorrelated to see if the hexagonal relationship

predicted by Holland's (1973) theory emerged. To further examine this analy-

sis of the. 0-S's construct validity, the VPI scores we're also intercorrelated
to compare wititthose ofahe 0-S to see how they both flyihe hekagon. Fin-'t

ally, the extent, to which students made errors in calcula ng their code was

studied...

On .

4
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METHOD

Subjects
'

The participants in this study were students from four junior high schools
and three senior high schools in the Wake County (North Carolina), school sys-'
tem; including Raleigh and the surrounding area. Eighth-grade students from
the junior highs and primarily-tenth-grade students from tTie senior highs par-
.ticipated. The attendlince patterns Of the school,system were studied so fls to
select sdhools which frew students from predominantly rural, suburban, or Urban_
areas of the copnty. It was necessary to use four junior high schools since it
was felt that no one junior high school could adequately represent the Raleigh
urban area. Thus, two urban junior high schools were Selected and the results
combined for them. The eighth-graders were in a vocational exploration-class
rediTared of all students, and the high school Stddents Were from a required
social studies class. Socioeconomic status was determined4from parent's-occu-
,pation'using Duncan's (1961) Socioeconomic Index.of Detailed Occupatipns. De- ,

suiptive information about the students, obtained from the questionnaires the
students completed-during the Study, is presented in Table 1-":" Data for the
rural junior high students have been omitted since the two treatments were too
difficult for them to complete. See Appendix A for a detailed explanation.

Experimental Treatments

te

O-S. On the day prior to using the 0.-S, the junior high school students
(a) discussed their personal work motivations, (V) were given the, opportunity
to look at the cards briefly, and (c) were given preliminary instructions as
to how the cards would be 4sed. The following two days they used the Plus 3
Level set of cards and the second edition of the Self- Guided Booklet (1979).

1 The lesson plan for the "orientation class" is contained in Appendix B.- An
orientation was considered unnecessary for the high school students; they were
-given two days (two consecutive classes) to complete the 0 -S.

4

SDS. As.with the previous group, the junior high school students were
given an orientation to the following day's tasic(see Appendix C)." They dis-,
cussed-their personal work motivations and other related topics, briefly ex-
amine0 the SDS booklets, and beard preliminary instructions for their, use.
The following two days they.worked through the SD$, Form g (for easy) assess- -.

-.went booklet, -Scoring their responses and determining.their.summary occupa-; * .

tionat.codes. They then used the OF to identify occupations corresponding
their code and its peroptations. The high school students were given two days

' to complete the standofd SDS assoasment booklet and the OF.

No-Treatment. 'Classroom instruction and activities for students in this
group were unchanged from What they were formally,

Instruments

0 -S Plus 3 Level cards. The Plus 3 set of cards is one of three (others
are Plus 4 and Plus 5) that may be. used. with the 0 -S system. The number refers
to the "general educational development" (GED) of the occupations contained
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Table 1

Studene Characteristics

Group

'*.
.

..

n % Sex % Race % in 1/3, SES % in Grade

Boys Girls White Black Lower Middle Upper_ 8 9 10 11 12

.JuniorHigh_Srhpc11

11,

.

. )

Rural
c

r

(See text and Appendix A for explanation, of missing data)
,

&

Sa urban 107 53 47\
85 15 .23. 43 34* 100

Urban 84 45 -55 63 ' 36 46 23 31 100 -

euiur Rig' School

Rural . 123 45 55 76 24 53 33 14 4 46 32

'.. . ,

Suburban 13% 45 55 77 i3 27 4 34 39 - 94 3.

Urban 125 56 1 44 76 24 26 ' 35 . .39 82 ' 13

Totals - 57E0' ,49 51 ,...' 82 18 . 32 33 35 33 1 50 10

9

N......,

18,

6

ti
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within a set. The GED, counselors will recall, refers to the formal and in-

formaiaspects of education that. contribute to the worker's "(a) reasoning de-

velopment and ability to follow instructions, and (b) acquisition of 'toot'

knowledges, such 116 language and mathematical skills" (USDL, 1966, p. A-5;

these ratings are contained-in the DOT). The Plus 3 set. of cards, then, can-

tains occupations having.GED levels of 3,'4, 5, and 6--those requiring some-

what less than a high school education thro4gh those requiring a college"de-

gree. The education required for the occupations included In this set ciosely
resembles the years of school completed by persons 25 to 29 years of age

(USDC, 1977). Thus; the Plus 3 set is especially appropriate for groups of
high school students in which there is a broad cross:section of vocational

aspirations.

Vocational
; Preference'Inventory (VPI). The VPI is a Personality inven-

tory deVeloped by Holland (1965), composed entirely of occupational, titles.

The person taking t indicates the occupations he or she likes. The results,

among other things, show the test-taker's resemblance' to one or more of Hol-

landq six personality types: R, 1, A, S, E, and C.

Student Opinion Form (SOF). The SOF,was originally used by Zener and
Schneulle (1972) to assess Satisfaction with the SOS and was later revised by

Cooper 11976) so as to be applicable to ;career exploration experiences in gen-

eral, In.thfs version, three items were added to the scale. Part I consisted

of 12 statements to which students responded on a 5-point scale, from "Strongly

Agrell to "Strongly Disagtee-". (The fout 'questionnaires used in the study are

dupticatqd'In Appendixes D-G.) Part II assessed students' ability to recall

and interpret their 0 -S or SDS occupational .code.

Vocational Guidance Questionnaire 1. (VGQIY. The_ftems for the VGQ1 were

taken froM7A..queptionnaire used by Zener and Schneulle (1972). The first

three items "aSkfor descriptive,information about the student. Item 4 asks

the students what="Odcunation they'are-consideting at that time. Item 5

assesses the students' understadding of Holland's notion of matchingoccupa-

7ith personatitAs. Items 6C, D, E, and'F assess the siude4' :*s-need.for
ional and job training information; 6A, G, H, I, and J assess the;gat-

/
.

isfaction and certainty Of students' vocational plans. The mean response rate

for titese.two groups of items was used.in.the analysik.(items,G,And A were

reverse scored). Item 6B 'assesses. the extent to which stpdentdfieedsmore,in-.
formation about themselves before progressing further in making a vocational

choice. !
.

Vocational Guidance Questionnaire 2 pial?). The frequency of nine-dif-
ferent types of vocational exploration behavOr 'vas' assessed in Part I by what

has becOMe known as the "Vocational Exploration ehavior Checklist," origin-
ally developed hrrUmboltz and Schroeder (1965), and slightly modified by
Zener and $chneu le (1972) Variety of information seeking was assessed by,
using the mean ,'yes -no" responseS to the itemStinci frequency of information -

seeking was determined from the -mean number of times students indicated they
had done the action described by eachitae over theTreviousthree-week period.
Item!2, of the VGQ2 asks students, again, Orat occupations they'are considering
at that time. Item 3 assesses theAime students,have deVeted to thinking
about their occupational future over the previbus threveek period,. Item 4
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assesses the students' understanding of Holland's theory. The questions in -

Part II assess studehts' ability to recall and interpret theirO-S/SDS occupa-

tional code.

Vocational Guidance questionnaire 3 (VGQ3). The first three items request

information about the students' sex, age, and other characteKistics of inter-

est. Item 4, as in item 5 of the VGQI, asks students to match occupations

.with the Holland types to assess their understanding of the concept., Items 5-

and 6 were intended to assess vocational decidedness and comfort, but were dis-

carded because frequent student questions about their wordi g raised doubts
,about their validity, and reliability. Item 7 was designed o assess students'

X specificity with respect.to identifyjag their work motivations (i.e., what was

important to them in selecting an occupation).

Table 2 relates the citigKionnaire items to the criteria investigated in

. the study.

Indexes

Index of similarity... In order to compare the similarity between three-

letter codes of the instruments used (e.g., 01 vs. VPI), a numerical index

was needed. The seven-point index recommended by Holland (1972) and used.by

Zener and Schneulle (1972) was adopted. The :scores range from 0 to 6; Table

3 shows the probability of obtaining various combinations by chance.

4
Extent of errors in calculating CO'Ide. The following numbers were used to

indicate the extent of errors in calculating the occupational code: 1 = an

error in computation, but no change in the code; 2 = an error which caused a

reordering of the letters of the code; and 3 = an error where the person's

code contained one or more wrong letters.

Proportion of nontraditional occupations. At the'time of this study, the

most current statistics showing the 'proportions of males
that

females engaged

in various occupations were for 1917'(USDC1.1978). LiAt that time women consti-

tuted 40.5 patent of the labor force. NOntiaditional occupations for women

were defined as ones with a proportion.of women workers two standard errors

of a proportion or more below 40.5% (i.e., < 32.5%). Nontraditional occupa-

tions for men were defined'as those where the'proportion of men was two
standard errors of a proportion or more below 59.5% (ie., 51.5%),

Procedure

With the aid of school guidance cpunselors, teachers were identified and
contacted to determine their willingnessto 'participate in the study: All
those contacted agreed to participate., and their classes were selected at ran-
dom for the two treatment and the no- treatment groups. Since students were
assigned at random by ,a computer to_these'required classes, random assignment
to treatdent was assumed.. To furthercheck this assumption,.the class sched-
ules were carefully checked,.and the counselors, teachers, and principal were
consulted before assignments were:made.

14

:11



Table 2.

Relationship between Questionnaire Items
and.Bvaluative.Criteria

Criteria

Understanding and recollection of %
SOF

a
b

Part. II

occupational code % VGQ1 5

VGQ2c Part II
,4_ . VGQ3c! 4

" Number of considered occupations VGQ1 4 u f f

VGQ2 2
u II

Satisfaction with vocational counseling SOF 1-7 & 10-12

experience 8-9 Author

Satisfaction and certainty about VGQ1

vocational' plans . ,

Time spent thinking about occupational future VGQ2

Specificity of vocational motivations -VQQ3

Need for occupational and educational VGQ1

information

Need fOr 'information about oneself VGQ1

Information-Seeking VGQ2

Questionnaire Item Source

6B

A-I

Zener & Schneulle (1972)
tt tt

tt tt ,

tt tt

I I

6A, G, Zener 0 Schneulle (1972)
I, and J

3 tt

7 . Author

6C, D, E, Zener & Schneulle (1972)-

and F

tt tt

tt It It

end Krumboltz & Schroeder
(1965)

aSOF = tUdent Opinion Form.
bVGQ1 = Vocational Guidance Questionnaire 1.
cVGQ2 F Vocational Guidance Questionnaire 2.
aVGQ3 = Vocational Guidance Questionnaire 3.

16
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° Table 3
6

cale.,Used lox Describing Similarity between SDS
SumMary Code and any other three-letter Codea

4

4rbal Description.

1st letter of SDS summary code is not included
in other- (e.g. RTC,CES)-

1st letter of SDS summary code matches any _

letter in the other code (e.g. RIC, CRE)

1st and 2nd-letters of SAS summary code toh
any two letters in the other code (e.g. IC,

TER)

1st letter of SDS summary code matches f rst
letter of other code '(e.g. RIC, REA)

All threethree letters of SDS summary code,mat h
letters of other code in any order (e.g. IC,

'ICR)

1St and 2nd
- 1St and 2nd letters of other code (e.g.'4IC;
RIE)

letters of SDS,. summary .code match

Letierb-And,order exactly the smile
x.

Chance Expectancy Index

.500 0

.500 1

.250 .
2

.161 3

.125 4

.033

.008 6

"Neste: Case's which fit more than one category are given the scale value
of the highest category.

aTaken from Zener and Schneulle (1972, p; 26).

I
J

a .

4,
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Those junior high school teachers who were to teach an "orientation"
lesson prior to adniinistering the 0 -S or SDS were given a lesson planjsee
Appendixevgand C) and the 0 -S /SDS materials two,weeks in advance to prepare
themea-Dias. Consultations

'questions and to i ure their readiness. On the first day, the orientation
lesson was given an -students were introduced to the 0 -S or SDS. Students
began doing the O-S/SDS on the second day and completed it on the third day.
Once the O-S/SDS was completed, it was picked up and one-half of the classes
were given the SOF (see Figure 1). The other half did not complete the or
the next questionnaire, the VGQ1. The one-half who had completed the SOF also
completed the VGQ1 and the VPI..As Figure 1 indicates, one -half of the
classes assigned to the no-treatment condition completed the VGQ1; the other
half was not contacted.'

For the senior high school classes, the same pattern was followed except
that there was no first day orientation. All treatment classes started on the
0 -S or SDS the first day and completed it on the second. One-half of these
completed the SOF, the VGQ1, and then the VPI. The students in the other
treatment classes read or did their normal class activities once finished.
One-half of the

i

no-treatment classes completed the VGQ1.

The purpose in having only one-half of the students complete the ques-
tionnaire instruments- (see Figure 1) was to provide a control for the possi-
bility that the questionnaires influenced the outcomes of the study. If all.

the students completed the questionnaires, i would be impossible to determine
i they "confounded" the results. This " edtionnaire control" made it pos-
sible later to test the effect of the qu tionnaires by themselves.effect

The students in the treatment classes at both junior and senior high
school levels were given their O -S /SDS booklets on the digty fdlloWing their

1. having completed them.

The stulentS'in yhe treatment groups were told/Chat a new vocational guid-)
,

.

ance instrument was Bing tried out. All directions were printein $he book-
lets, but students were told to ask for assistance if they had any questions.
Either the investigator or his assistant was present with the teachers to
assist in coordinating and answering Any'questions. Students in the no 1

treatment classes mere told that their cooperation was needed in order that
-materials could be developed which waild'help thei in. their vocational. plan=

t7--,- ning.-, . 0 .
.

, .

Approximate y three weeks later, the same teachers administered the VGQ2,
t VGQ3, and t en the 0 -S (to those Who had taken it previously; the first.
ste s 'through he calculation of tble code were completed).

Sta istical Anal se

As was indicated in the introduction to this report, the 0 -S students'
p rformance was expected to be superior to the SDS and control students' per-
°mance on the ten criteria.described. These were the a priori comparisons,

and they were analyzed using-a t test. In those cases where the comparisons
were nonorthogonal, Dunn's-procedure was folloWed as recommended by Kirk

18
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(1968). Other effects were of interest. These included socioeconomic status,

race, sex, schpol level (junior /senior high school), setting (rural, suburban,

urban), questionnaire control; and their interaction with the treatment

effects. These were the a posteriori compa;ison'd. It was assumed that the

.4
effects which would be most influential,however, were sex, school level, and

treatment. To test this assumption, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was cota-

puted for a "full model" (all effects and their interactigns).and a**simple,

model", (sex, level, and treatment); these two models Were compared tiding an F

statistic: lip

k

F _ ,errorerror (Simple Model)

M error

If there was no significant difference between the two models a < .05), the

simple model was adopted. Where effects were fond which required a mpltiple

comparison test, Duncan's Multiple Range Test ) was used (see Kirk, 1968).

In all analyses the .05 level of significance was-adopted.

I.
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The full and dimple models of.ANOVA were computed and evaluated for_eath

_depeddent variable. There was no signifitant difference fbund between the '

models, justifying theuse of the simple model. . The boutcomes for each of the

ten criteria are examined in thjs sectioji.eFor eath'eriterion'the results for

the a priori and a posteriori.cimparisan% akeQgi4en; in that order, and then

''

a.,,, , .discussed. ':

t

Proportion of Nontraditional Occupations

. (-4
*. a

.

Three areas were examined in this part af.s7the study: (a) the proportion

of nontraditional occupations suggested to stU4nts by the 07S or SDS, and
the proportion of nontraditional occupations students said they were interested
in (b) immediately 'following the experience and,S0 tbree weeks later.

A.. .0
...,...y

. .

. es
Proportion.suggestedto,studente. The eleasproportisbn of nontraditional

occupations suggested by the 0 -S was .28, and.:19 was suggested by the SDS; which
was statistically significant (t = 2.94). ,The ANOVA-showedi'significant effetts
for sex (].p. 4 .0001) and sex by treatment interaction (p < .094); Treatment .

effects, which ware significant (z, .03) ; are novivdiscussed f here as they were
- 4

ianalyzed using the t test. Table 4 showsthat the difference betlen the 0 -S
and SDS'is accounted for by the girls. The 0 -S suggested more nontraditional.

occupations to the girls; there were no diffeiearg'bgtween the 0-S and SDS with
respect to boys. -

4. - 0

7-7.
.

Tale 4_

Proportion of Nontraditional Occhpatione.,
By Sex and Treatment

Group n Suggested. G.4

1

Listed
: Immediately, . 'n 3 Week's Later

ISOM

Boys 0-S- 58 .12 26 .07 ' 78 .09

SDS .12 41 .05- . . 97 .03 t=0.....
Control' .38 ,06

.'
',' 89 .06'

Gi is 0-S 67 . 31 ..50 'Pr! .42

SDS , 5 .25 35 97
Control 56 :33 ' 106 .37

1 oes . f. .

. Immediately following, the occupations sthdents 4.isted on VGQ1 were anA-
. -lyzed and t tests were computed for the means op-s/sps,:_ (5 -S/contrO1). The -1

. r
differancebetween the 0-S and SDS means (,30 ..- .

:, * .
...

t

22
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(

and .20, respectively) was statistically signifiiant (t = 1.75). 'The O-S/
.

control comparison was nonsignificant (means were .30 and .24, respectively).
When treatment effects of the ANOVA were analyzed, using Duncan's MRT, the
0-S students were shown to have listed a significantly-greater proportion'of
nontraditional occupations than students in the SDS groups. This was especiklly

,

true for females (.50 versus .38).

The :ANOVA also revealed a'strong sex
across the three groups, the girls listed
boys listed .06. It* should be noted here

Jhontraditional for females. Using the cr
this study, the occupations listed in the

effect (2.4 .0001). When averaged
.40 nontraditional occuptions and
that the majority of occupations are
iteria r nontraditional used in
0 -S bo klet were analyzed. These

523 occupations account for about 90 percent of t e'occupations which exist and
are a representative sample. Of these occupations, 68 percent are nontradi-
tional for females, 18 percent for males, and 14 percent are neutral.

Three weeks later. There were no significant differences among the three
groups, although- they did favor 0 -S (0-S = .25; SDS = .21; Control = .23;14s*=

156, 194, 195 respectively). The ANOVA revealed that the girls listed signifi-
cantly more .(2. . .00trhontraditional occupations (.39) than the boys (.06),
when averaged across groups.

. .

To summarize the results, then; the 0 -S consistently broadened the career
options of the girls .hen compared with the SDS. It suggested a greater pro-
portion of nontraditional occupations among girls, and they were considering a
.greate proportion immediately fallowing the experience. There were no signi-

ficant di4erences found three weekslater.

These findings are'encouraging and support earlier studies (Cooper,1976;
Lawler, 1979) in which occupational%card_sorts have been shown to broaden the

drcareer options of women better than mere traditidnal vocational exploratory
instruments: That these effects appear to affect primarily females in the 0-S.

treatment group (welable 4) is rather disappointing. Since so few occupa-

tions are "nontraritional" for males and those which have such strong sex tole
overtones, it'is probablyunrealistic to think that a vocational counseling
eiperienceshOuld.be influential. -

the strongest and 'most consistent differences were found between ; the 0-S

and SDS rather than the 0-S and control groups. This suggests, that 'the 0-V.'s

effect of suggesting a large proportipn of nontraditional occupations may need
to be strengthened by some type of follow7uexercise in order that a greater
proportion be listed as being of-interest. . . ,

.

S

4tecall and Understandingof, Code

three-letter..ocgUpatiOtial code is a critical element in the two treat-

meats. Students' recall and understanding of it were assessed in three ways.
,First,they were asked to write down the three letters of their code. A com-

parison was made between the'code they 'recalled and the one they obtained on

the 0-S or SDS using the nindex'a SimilarityVidescribed earlier. Secondly,

they were aske0.to'write downthe naafis for the letters they had. recalledn

One point was given for-each letter correctly nameds - 'third, they were askea

23
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4,
to mate the Holland personality types with their, respective occupations (e.g.,

4ee VGQ3 item 4) and tdcompletea multiple-choice item assessing their under-

,
standing-of Holland's theory. Assessments were madeimmediately following the'

experience and three weeks later.

Immediately following. No significant differencep were found between the

0 -S = 4.43) and SDS (X-= 4.45) students'in their recollection of the code.

None of the ANOVA effects was significant. There were significant differences

between students' ability to name the letters; the 0 -S students' mean was 1.34;

and the mean forhe SDS students was .53 (t = 3.73). The ANOVA was signifi-

cant for treatment effects only (p 4 .0004).

No significant differences were found in the a priori comparisons (0-S/,

SDS, 0-S/control) for the personality type-occupation matching item. The

ANOVA showed a significant level effect (a 4 .04); junior high students' per-

formance-wfs better (3.04) than senior high students' (2.56).

. .

'Three weeks Later. There was no significant difference between the recall

of codes by 0 -S. students (1.59) and SDS students (L.46). The ANOVA was-non-

significant. Again, the 0 -S students' ability to name the letters in theii

cods (.56) was sdperior to that of those who took the SDS (.30; t = 2.54).

ANOVA was'significant for treatment effects only (p 4.01).

4 0

2.

I

1

Two t tests for the pers nality-occupation.m,atching item here run (0c=

.025), and a significant di0 ence was found between means (t - 2.30; favor-

ing the 0 -S group (2.56 over e SDS group (2.20). The 0-S/control compari-

son was nonsignificant.: An add tioh to the significant treatment effects/(R<

.03), a level by treatments ante ctiorreffect was significant (p < .0001).

.There were no substantial differ ces among the senior high Q-S, SDS, and con-

4 trolgroups (2-.-68, 2.34, 2.29), ere were at the junior high level (2.32,

1.94', 3.09). ,

The multiple-choice item designe to further asaess students' understand-

'ing of Holland's theory was analyzed Two t tests were run (04:= .025), and a--^

significhnt difference (t = 2.72) -s fOund tween the 0-S (1.68) and control

(1.50) groups. Treatment effect was significa for the ANOVA (ja .. .009), and

Duncan'MRT revealed significant differences b tween the two'treatment groups

' and the control group (SDS = 1.63).

To summarize, there. was no difference between the students in the.two

treatment groups: in their ability to'recall their three-letter Code, but the
e

0.;7 tudents were much bettiiable to give their code let,ters the correct

name. The treatment groups' ability to match occupations With personality

types was no different from that of the controls at the beginning, but three

weeks later the results faVored the 0 -S group.,

The ability of dip students to recall their code was initially good but
.

'-'' fell off rapidly ever /the three-week period. The ability of students to name 4.

the letters of their codes was rAher poor initially; this was Partiedlarly

* true for the SDS. the difference in performance between the 0 -S and SDS may

7 be accounted far bytthes0-S's containing a brief sc iption of the six_

Y .
.,
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personality types. The 0 -S also contains a brief description of Holland's
theory, and this, together with devrip`5ions of the types, probablj, accounts

for the differences found at e, three -week assessment point where 0 -S stu-

dents, showed a greater underdtanding of their test-results than those inthe

SDS group. It should also be mentioned that the resula.'regarding the match -'

ing of occupations with personality type'conflick.withthose Of an earlier
study (Zener & Schneulle, 1972) where the students who took the SDS performed

better than the control group. . ° -

Number of Occupations

One of the purposes of the 0 -S and SDS is to expand the occupational

horizons of users. Two methods were used to assess the impact of.the-treat-

.ments. First, the occupations suggested to students were counted. With the

0 -p, students were asked to "put,a che5c in the box next to each one that

interests you." User's of the SDS were asked to write down "some of the occu-'

pations whose summary code resembles yours." Secondly, students were Asked to

'list those occupatiOns they were considering at the time.

Suggested to students. It was predicted that a greater number of occupa-
tions would be suggested to students by the 0 -S than by the SDS, nd this was

confirmed (t = 5.99)., The 0 -S suggested 19.48 occupations, on the verage,
1

and the SDS suggested 10.83. The ANOVA indicated significant effe s for the

following: (a) level (.2.4.04)--'moKe occupations were suggested to junior high

: students (17.59) than senior high students (14.09); (b) treatment (241C.0001);

.(b) sex by level'(24:.045)--the results are indicated below in Table 5; and
(d) sex by treatment by level (la< .03), which was not further analyzed since

the number of subjects in the cells a the junior high level was too small to

be meaningful.

Table. 5

"L.A.

Number of Occupationruggesteeto Students: Sex by Level

,t
\

School Lev

Sex Junior Senior

Male,

Female .

.19.56 13.24

(n = 23) (n = 83)

15.85

(n 7 26)

14.91

(n = 86)

ti

I

Immediatelysfollowing. There were no significant differences found when

means of the 0 -S /SDS and 0-S/control comparisons were made. The ANOVA re-

Vtaled significant level effects (2 ,!IC .0001)j _junior high students listed more

occupations (5.40 vs. 3.96). A significant sex by level by eatment interac-

tion was identified (24.1.007), but since cell numbers were sO11fiall for the

junior high leveL.further analyses were not pursued.
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Three we= slater. Here, too, a priori comparisons were nonsignificant.

for the,ANOVA, ex and level werd §igniffbant (adc .002 and .0001, respeCt-

ively). Girls i sted-more. than boys (4%39 vs. 3.74)rand jUnior high students
..s*listed more than those in high school (4.89 vs, 3.66).

,
.- .

..1:'
. c ,

.

To summarize, nearly twice as many occupations were suggested to 0-S stu-

,-* -dents as to SDS studenti. However; there werz.no significant diffeiences be-

7!!''-. tween these treatment groups and'ilie control group in the number'oftccupa-
tionsithey were considering immediately following the treatment of three wee16,

later. This is intcontrast to the Zgner and Schneulle (1972) study, where .

differences were significant-and in favor of the SDS-and VPI groups. .
,'

Satisfaction4with Vocational Counseling
Experience

ft

Items 3, 6 apd 11 of the SOF were rbverse scored, and then the responses of
all 12 items were summed and divided by 12"to produce a mean satisfaction
Score for egth student-taking the 0-S or SDS. A t test-betyeen the means for

Jthe&two grofts4(3.73 and 3.74, respectively) was cculated, The difference

was, nonsignificant.
0

The .student ratings of the two treatment exp*Ohces, then, were generally
'positive. _These data support-the findfngs of;rearlier studies, In study, by

Jones & De Vault (1979), fo example, tenth -graders" rating wasla%38

,pverall for the 0-S (n = 47) and 3.28 (n = 48) for th*OOD§. 'In anothef study .

(Jones, in press - a), Upward Bound students (n = 44) gave the 07S a mean'

rvating of 3.27; a small sample of suburban high school students.'(n = 14)

g'ave it a mean rating. of 3.28. Finally, Zener and Schneulle's (1972) data
indicated that high school students gave the SDS a mean rating, of 3.11

(estimated n = 600).

The principle difference between the data from these. earlier studies and
the present one is thaethe students'in this study expressed greater satis-
faction with the experience. .The mean ratings of the SOF items reported in
Table 6 indicate that most, students found the 0-S or SDS helpful in relating

themselves to occupations. and broadening their occupational horizons.

VoCatIonalfnformation Seeking

Three weeks following the treatmentsl students were asked (VGQ2) tO'indi-

cate if they had 'sought out educational or occupational information during
this three-week'Period. -Comparisons were `made for variety of information

sought. There were no significant differences between the 0S '(14.61) and 'the

SDS (14.86) or COntrol_(14.86)-groupsj ANOVA revealed the folloWing effects:
':sex (2.4.005; males = 14.99, females = 14.60), setting (k.c-.0001; rural =

A407, urban = 14.84, sUburban,= 15.0§), as well as;iex'by treatment (.12..01).

and leVel by treatment (244-003) interaction effeCts (differencesyereso

26
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Table 6

Means and Standar4 Deviations for Student Opinion Form Items

n

. Some of the occupations I found seem reasonable to me. 73

. I have some clearer ideas about possible occupations
or myself. :e 74

. did not learn anything About occupatiohs through

,
is experience.

.

75.

. dye some clearer about unsui.table

occupations for myself. '
-,

74
I ideas

: . I learned some things About myself througla this

counseling experience. .1 i
74

,i- . This vocational exploration experience was not a

good use of Jiw time.
. _ .

74

. I would recommend this vocational experience to a.

friend
.

75

. As a resAit of this experience I have found other'
occupations for myself I had not thought of before. 71

. I now have a _clearer idea ol,-what I am looking -for in* 71

an occupation. ,

:10. This vocational experience encourages me to rind out., .

.,
information about occUPations. 72,

;11. The results of this experience are confusifukv,-)

,umsatisfactbry.

:12. My three-letter, summary (occupationari'code seems

72

reasonable for-me. 67

SDS

M .SD n SD.

4.03 .67 86 3.93 .84

4:05
.

'.84
.

87 3.94 .38

2.08 .85 87 2.16 -.98

4.36 .83 86 3.59 . .95

3:39 1.00., 87 3.63 .89

2.22 .99 87 1.99 .83
,

3.57 1.09 86 3.E41 .80

3.39 1:06 82. 3.71 .96 ,

3.83 .86 83 3.53 .94
.

:.
..

3.61 .78 *,, 82 . 3.88 .73

,

2.36 1.04 83 2. 9 ,89
.

e3..60 .98 81 3.26 1.16

71

Note:, lione of the items are reverse scored in the table.

. 2 7
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small as.to be not worth mentioning). The results for frequency of info ation

seeking were similar in that treatment,effectS were nonsignificant. Only/level

in the ANOVA was statistically significant (E.C.04);,senior high students
sought out information more frequently on the average (9.09 times) than junior

high students (7.26):

This was a disappointing, although not a totally expected, outcome.

Zener and Schneulle (1972) found the same results when evaluating the SDS.
One would think, though, if students checked 19 or moreApecupations in which
they had an interest (i.e., thejp-S),;this would have stimulated more informa-
tion seeking. Perhaps theyjnaeded further encouragement and help.

Satisfaction and Certainty about
Vocational Plans

I,t was predicted that students who participated in the treatments would
be more satisfied and certain about their vocational plans. However, thb re-

verse was found to be true. Treatment effects were significant (It-C.02), but
the students In the control group were more positive (2.96) than those in the
O-S (2.77) and SDS (2.75) groups, according to Duncan's MRT.

These results, of course, are disappointing. They are also at odds with

the findings reported by Zener and Schneulle (19721. Students who took the

SDS or VPI were more positive in this respect than those in the control group.

Time Spent Thinking about,
Occupational Future

The a priori comparisons were nonsignificant; significant'effects for
level (l.c.000l) and the level by treatment interaction (2..03) were found
for the aloosteriori.comparisons. Junior high students spent less time (3.12)
thinking about their occupational fdture than those in high school (3.54).
The interaction is shown in Table .7. Among the junior high students, appar-
ently, the SDS students spent less time in thinking,abdut their occupational

4rfuture than the 0-S .or control' groups.

Table 7

Time Spent Thinking about Occupational Future:
Level by Treatment r

School Levej.

Group Junior n Senior

0-S 54 3.42 111 3.58

SDS 73" 2.93 - 129, 3.57

Contro 1 63 3.13 p142 3.48

--

A
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Specification of Vocational Planning .

Criteria

In item 7 of the VGQ3, students were asked to specify those things impor-
. tant to them in making.a'vocational choice. It was predicted that_the 0.S
students would specify a greater number because they must articulate their
criteriain sorting the.cakds. All differences, however, were nonsignii4cant.

Need for Information about Oneself

It was expected that students who did-the 0 -S or SDS would feel less of a
need for information about themselves (item 6B, VGQ1) immediately' afterward.
The results did,pot support this hypothesis; all differences were nonsignifi-
cant.

Need for Occupational and Educational
Information

It was predicted that students in the treatment groups would express a
greater, need for occupational and educational information. The a priori com-
parisons (0c.= .025) showed that the 0 -S students (2.24) had a greater need'for
information (t =.3.56) than the control students (1.90). There was no sig-
nificant difference between the 0 -S and 'SDS (2.07). Only treatment effects
were Significant (2. <. .004) for the ANOVA. Duncan's MRT,revealed that the
mean difference between the SDS and ,control giqups, was nonsignificaa,, but
the difference between the 0 -S and control groups was significant.-

Given these diffethnces, one might have expected 0-S/control group dff-
Tarences in information seeking, but, as reported earlier, there were none.
Zener and Schneulle (1972)_reported the same outcome in their study. The stu-*

dents in that SDS group expressed a greater need for information'than controls
(not true-in this study, however), but there was no difference in information
seeking. Aga.n, this suggests the need for some type of,follow-up activity to
capitalize on the increased need for information stimuliatet-by'the 0 -S.

0
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PSYCHOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 0--S

' .

Three areas were investigated: (a) test - retest reliability of the 0 -S

occupational code over a three -week period, (b) concurrent and construct 4400000w *K

validity of the 0 -S code, and (c) the number and seriousness of studedt errors
made in calculating the code. Sex and school level 'Ounior/senior high school)

.

differences wers:examined as appropriate.

Test-Retest Reliability

Retest reliability was assessed using two different procedures. First,
the seven-point scale of agreement recammenOed by Holland (1972) was used to
compare the 0 -S. codes of students on the first day with the code they received
on the 0 -S three weeks later. Tible 8, indicates the extent of agreement over-
all, by school level, and by sex. Another way of viewing these data is that
for 86-89 percent of the studentS at least two of the three letters of the
code on the first administration appeared in the code obtained three weeks
later. The second approach was to correlate the 0 -S raw scores obtained.for
the six Holland types on the first administration with those of the second.
The Pearson product-moment correlations are indicated in Table 9. With both .

approaches, scores were corrected, for any student errors before the analyses
were conducted.

To summarize, the 0 -S codes were moderately stable over a three-week
period. The codes of the senior high school students were generally more
stable°than those in junior high.: Sex differences were quite apparent; the
codes of the female students were*clearly more stable than, those of'Slales.

Validity:' Construct and Concurrent

The construct va tici ity of the 0 -S occupational code was investigated
first. According.to Holland's (1973) theory, the six-occupational types are
ordered according to a hexagon in which distances between types are inversely
propbrtional to the size'of the correlations between them. Thus, to examine
the construct validity, the students' raw scores for the.six'types were inter-
correlated to see if these predictedarelatiopships were supported.by'the data.
As Figure 2 indicates, the majority of the intercorrelations were in the pre-
dicted direction at the predicted level of strength. These intercorrelations
were also compared with the intercorrelations of the students' VPI raw scc*es.
A visual inspeCtion reveals that they conform to the hexagonal model about
equally well. Thus, while the intercorrelations of the 0 -S do not perfectly
match the hexagonal model, they'dp"approximate it fairly *ell-, and as well, as
the VPI intercorrelations do.

.

To examine. the concurrent validity of the 0 -S, the seven-point index of
similarity was used to compare eaCh "student's 07S occupational code with the
one obtained from the VPI. .The rtIsults are reported in Table 104 A moderate
degreeof-similatiiy was found between the codes. A comparison between the
0 -S and SDS was also made. The degree of similarity between the SDS and VPI,
occupational codes wasscompaked with that..between the 0 -S and, VPI. The dif-
ferences at the senior and junior high school levels were evaluated and found
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Table 8

Proportion of Students at Each Level of Similarity
between'First and Second Administtetron of O-S

23

4

School Level Sex
Degree of Agreement Overall 'Junior

6 Are they exactly alike?

5 Are the first two letters
, in the° same order?

.19 114

.13 .09

. 4 The first three letters are
the same, but are they out

of order? .i7 .09

3 Is the first letter in each
code the same? .16 ,

2 Do the first two letters of
one code match any two letters
in the other?

1 Does the first letter of either
code match any letter in the
-other code?

.23

.23 .32

.08 .14

0 The first letter of one code is
notintluded in the other code. .04 .09

-n = 107 22

Senior Male Female

.20

.14

.12

'.15

.25

.11

.19 .12 .22

.14 .15 .16

.21 .33 .14

.07 .08 .09

.05 .06 .02

85 . 52 55

a
E.
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4 Table 9

Pearson Correlations of 0 -S Raw Sciii-es for
'410 Administrations, Three Week's Apart

Type. Overall
School Level Sex

Junior Senior Male Female

1
4 1

R 62
.

53 65 . 59 50

I r58 60 z 58 52 67

A 54 -52- 51
,

48
.

.

56

S 63 41 68 .. 33 79

E 66 68
,..

66 61 69

C -' 73 57 74 It4 82

n = 107 22 85 Ns t2 55

Note: Decimals omitted.

,nonsignificant at the .05 level using a two-tailed test (t values were -1.16

and -.59, respectively).

This latter finding of nonsignificant difference etween the concurrent
validity of the SDS and O-S is particularly encotiragin since previous
attempts to develop alternative methods of calculating a Holland occupational
code have required compleX weighting systems (Campbell & Holland, 1972;
Franz, 1972). This finding is buttressed by an earlier siudy.(Joned & De
Vault,-1979) which'cllso found no difference.

The overall findings with respect to validity, them,, were generally'quite
encouraging: The correlations among the 0-S raw scores were generally in the
direction and strength predicted by the Holland hexagonal model and these
correlations fit the hexagon as well as the results of the VPI,golland's
(1973) definitive measure of the six types. A moderate degree of similarity
was found betwe'en the 0-S and API codes, and no differente was found between
the concUrrene'validity of the 0 -S and Holland's SDS.

44 4 V 1141V Aik
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ti Figure 2

Correlationeflatrix Among 0-S and VPI Scores, Overall

.04(.16) ..27(.38)

.13(.36)

L

.16(.42)

NOTE: 0 -S correlations (n = 121) are outside parentheses, VPI correlations'(a = 139)

areinside.

33

t
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Table 10

Proportion of'Students at Each-Level of Similarity
between theO-Sand VPI Occupational Code-

4 - $

.Degree of Agreement Proportion

6 Are they,exactly alike?
4 .

)
.

.

5 Are ,the first two letters fn.the same order? .
./-:i'' .15

'. .

4 The first three letters are the same, but.dre they
out of order?

# .

.04.

3 Is the first letter in each code the same?

2 Do the first two letters of one
letters in the other?

code match any two

V4t

1 Does the first letter of either code match

1
letter in the other code?

0 The first letter of one cods is not included in
the other code.

any

.21

.06

68

-.,

Note: n = 53;

`Errors in Calculating the Code

N
Since thkelfTadministered mode of fhe O-S was used, the number of

errors students made in the calculation of their occupational code wag_cf in-
terest. 'Table 11 reports the,extentof errors' made by students overall and by
school level. Since the number of type 3 errors among the Junior high.group
exceeded expectations based On an' earlier study (Jones &-DgVault, 1970, fur-
ther analyses*re-undertaken. Tlie frequency-Alstributpps,for these students
were examined'by school and setting. As Table 12 reveals; the-students in the
"suburban" schoolmade no type 3 errors'but 14 percent of those in the "urban"
schools did.. The difference between the students in these two "urban" schooli
is ptohably aecounted-for-by'the conditions 'under which the 0 -S was adminis-
tered. Unfortunately, theteachgr in school A was observed to be unabtS'to
maintain discipline in her classroom. Students Werefrequently noisy and un-
ruly, and. this appears to have affected their performance.

Since the order of the code is not stressed in the 0 -S and users examine e
occupations listed under all three letters, the only type of.error which could
be misleading would be the type 3 error. AbeUt 10 percent felldinto this
category. Anexaminatiori of the codes'of these 11students revealed that nine.
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mi Table 11

Proportion of Students Making Ertors Overall and at
Junior and Unior High Vbol Levels

27

Extent of1Errors

oCode contains at Least one incorrect
letter.. yr .

2 Correct, letters, but not in proper

order.

1. Error in computation, but correct
code.

6 0

0 No errors, correct cods.

n

6o

Overall-
Schbol Level

Junior Senior

.09. .14 .07

.02 .00 .04

. 1 6 .13:22

.73 ;64 - .76

121' 36 85

0

r\
. , Table 12

Proportion of Errors Made by Urpa% atliSubiIrban Junior High School Students

.
--- oe .

N, °V)
Extent of Errors . 0
. .

.

.Urban School
,

'Suburban School

.s 0.

A
...

.
B ,

- -.0

3

2

-*cr-

(lode contags at least one incorrect
letter. s

0

a

:correct letters: but, not in proper °

order. 0 . a.°

Errdr in computation, but correct '
code. a

V
No errors, 'correct code:

.38

.00

.12

.50

.8

0

-

. 0 0

.29

.57

14

1

°

.00

.00

.21.

.78,

14

.;*

4

9

0
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0r

(82 perceni)qcontained two of the three cor=rect let te two (18 percent)

contained one. In an earlier study (Jones & DeVau/t,"1.979) done with high

school students, only four percent made the type 3 errors-

Wile one. would hope for no,errors in:calculatitig theode,'Ehis is
probably not realistic. If the Self-administered mode qf Elie 0-S is viewed as
a vocational counseling simulation instead of a "test," one may argue, as
Holland (1975) has for the SDS, that the 0 -S error rate shourd be compared
with the error rate of the average counseldr. Nevertheress;ib would seem=
wise to take a few minutes to check students' scoring, especially thdse who
are young or have limited reading and computational skiffs. Jltepeorer pe'r-
formahce of students in school-A also confirms the common sense conclusion
that test administrati n conditions may play a potept ro.e in 'students' per-

,

formance.

O

A

A ae

8 4r

4 8 --
, 80,

1

C

.
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SUMMARY

29

This study served' two_ broad purposes. First, the effects of an occupa-

tional card sort technique on the thoughts and activities of junior and senior

high school students were studied., The principal question'vas, "Do positive

-vocational counseling effects.resalt from students taking the Occu-Sort?" The

second purpose was to evaluate the reliability and. validity of the three-letter

occupational axle obtained from the 0 -S; that is, "Is the Occu-Sort 'occupational

code sufficiently relialli.e and valid to-assist students in their vocational ex-
..

ploration and plannig?" The results are summarized below.

--Vocational Counseling Effects

1. When compared with the SDS, the 0 -S suggested a greater proportion of

nontraditional occupations to female students. The 0 -S females also

listed a greater proportion whin'asked later 4hat occupations they

were considering. Male students were unaffected.

'2. There was no difference
ability to recall their
name the letters better
land's theory.

between the 0 -S and SDS students in their
three-letter code, but the 0 -S students could

and evidenced a better understanding of Hol-

3. The 0 -S suggpsted a greater number of occupations to students than

the SDS, but there were no differencesjoetweenthe treatment and con-

trol groups when they were asked to'list the occupations they were

considering. This iatter finding conflicts with previous studies.

4. There was no significant difference between the student satisfactiqn

ratings of e two treatments. The overall ratings were positive,

which i agreement with the findings of previous studies.

5.. There was no difference among the. 0 -S, SDS, and control groups in the!

variety or frequency with which the students sought out occupational

or educational information.

6. Control group students were slightly more satisfied 'and certain about

their vocational plans than those in the treatment groups. This un-

anticipated finding is at odds with previous studies.

7. There was some evidence among-junior high school students that SDS

students spent less time thinking.abopt their occupational future

than the 0 =S or control students. Overall, the 0 -S did not affect!

thislxariable.

vocational planning criteria,

9. There was-no difference in the students' need for information about

themselves'when,grttP means were compared. '*4'"
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10. Students who took the 0 -S expressed a greater interest in occupa-

tiOnal and'educational information than students in the control

group. There was no difference between the SDS and control groups.

Psychometric Characteristics

1. 0 -S three-letter occupdtional codes were moderately stable over a

three-week period.'

2. The results provided moderately positive evidence for the construct

validity of the 0 -S three-letter code. When compared with the VPI,

the 0 -S results matched the hexagonal model equally well.

3. There was no significant difference between the concurrent validity

'df the O-S and SDS.

4. While the number of errors in calculating the 0 -S three-letter code

was higher than had been observed in an earlier study, furth6
ysis suggested that the conditions Under which the O-S was adminis-

tered were the cause. Overall, the number of errors was low.

(rte
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APPENDIX A

EXPLANATION FOR DROPPING THE RURAL JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL SUDENTS FROM THE STUDY

The students inthe rural junior high school were unable to complete

either the 0-S or SDS in the allotted time. The tasks were obviously diffi-

cultfor them, and it was decided to discontinue the study with them.

to better understand the reasons for the students' difficulty, several

characteristics of the'students in this rural, poor area may help. Socio-

economic status (SES) data were not collected for these specific, students,

but they are from the same community as those students in the rural high

school useifin this study. Table 1 showed the. SES data for them. Since

these high. school students were in the higher grades (above the dropout age),

it-is lieely that, when extrapolating to the lower grades one might estimate

the prOportion in the lower 1/3 since they are more likely to drop out.

Regardless', the-proportion of those in'the lower 1/3 is very large. Re:.

flecting this, 41 percent of the eighth-graders receive a free lunch, and

7 percent receive a reduced -price lunch. Sgty-nine percent of the eighth-
,:

graders were reading,below grade level. Thus, it seems reasonable o assume

that the students' difficulty withthe treatments is a reflection of their

disadvantaged backgrounds.
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APPENDIX B -

OCCU-SORT INTRODUCTION LESSON PLAN

Objectives
.

Tomorrow you will be,involved in an activity called the Occu-Sort. This

is an occupational dard sorting exercise designed to introduce you to new

occupations and start you thinking about choosing. an occupation. 4'

Instructions and Examples

Each of you will be give} a set of 60 cards with a different occupation

written on each card. You will be able to see the cards later in the hour.

These cards are to be sorted into three piles:
(write descriptions below on board)

Would Not Choose . `TUUncertain Might Choose

Thse occupations
which do not appeal
to you.

Those occupations you
are indifferent about' -
or in question about. .

Those occupations
that appeal tb you.

After thecards are sorted,into the three piles, each pile must be looked at

separately and sorted into even smaller piles according to the different
reasons you have used to place them in the original three piles.

-,For example: .

katudent sorts the-Would NotChOose pile into several small piles.

One, of. these piles contains the cards:
(write on hoard) Occupation

- 1. line repairer
2. heavy truck driver
31 sales route driver

The student's reasons foi grouping these are:

(write on board) Reason's

et.

1.- they are outdoor 'occupations

2. involve travel,

3. physical work
4. not very-interesting

The student then sorts the Might_Choose pile into several smaller piles
according, to the, reasons why they might be chosen. One of the student's

small piles contains' the cards:

0".
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(write on board) Occupation

1. accountant
2. treasurer _

3. bookkeeper

- The student's reasons for groupings these are:
(write onboard), Reasons

Students Examples and discussion

35

4

1. they involve working with math,
my favorite subject

2. they involve a lot of respon-
sibility

3. pay is good

Now, I would like for you to get out a sheet of paper. Atthe top, list
several occupations which you feel you would not choose for yourself. Under
the list of occupations, write down several of your. reasons for not choosing
thepe, and please be specific.

Instructions Call on several students to volunteer their Would Not Choose
choice.and reasons why. Write them on board and discuss

the teache them. Suggest other reasons, if any, for discupsion.

Now, list several occupations that you Might Choose or have been con=
sidering. Under the list of occupations, write down se'ieral of your reasons

for considering these, and please be specific. .

Again, call on several students to volunteer their
Might Choose choices and reasons wHy4 Also write,
these on the board. Compare reasons, Suggest other
possible reasons, if any, for discussiow..

Other Possible Reasons for
Would Not Choose.

Too little gay i 4

More than 40 hr/wk or night work
College education necessary
ToO much travel Involved
Having a family impractical with job
Job would not allow for.much - leisure time ,

Not enough variety in _lob

Not enough prestige injob
Too much direct supervision..
Not many positions available on current job market
Involves outdoor work f
Involves indoor work:

O
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Involves hazardous work
Involves special talents
Not enough job security
Not enough chance for advancement in job
Not enough interest injob ,-

Not enough leadership in job

Other Possible Reasons for.
Might Choose

Pay good
Hours good
No more than high school education needed for job

Travel involved
Job would allow for family
Job would allow for leisure time
Prestige high
Variety in job
Occupation involved-in helping others
Independence in job
Positions availableon.job market
Involves outdoor work
Involves indoorwork
'Involves a special talent I have
Excellent chance for advancement;

Interesting

Last 15 minutes of period, hand out
OccuSort cards for students to see.

Ivant you to have a chance to see the cards and become familiar with

them before you sort them tomorrow. Look at the occupation on the front of
the cat and the description of. the occupation on the back of the-card.
When you finish looking at all the cards, bundle them up and leave them on

your desk.

44
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APPENDIX C

-

SELF-DIRECTED SEARCH TEACHER INSTRUCTION GUIDf

Objectives

37

Tomorrowyou will be involved in an activity called the Self-Directed
Search. This is an occupational search designed to introduce you to new
occupations and start you thinking about choosing an occupation. .411.i

Today we want to consider some of the reasons people use in deciding on
an occupation. Take out a sheet of paper;'and,write down several occupations
that you think you may be interested in. (Pause) Now write down several"
reasons why you chose those occupations. Why would this be a good job for
you?

Teacher:' Call on several students to volunteer reasons for deciding
on ,(or considering) an occupation. Write these on the board.
Direct discussion and suggest other reasons to students and
disoss.

Reasons for Students to Think About

1-The education required for the job.
2-Is the pay adequate?
3-Are these typesof jobs available now?
4-Am I willing to relocate? Travel?
5-Does the job involve working with people?

data?

things?'
_WM:oh of-these do you enjoy working with?

5 6-Do I havethe abilities and talents needed for the job?

Teacher: Hand out the SDS booklets to allow the students to scan them
for five minuteaand to ask any questions.

I
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APPENDIX D

STUDENT OPINION FORM

School

I. Pleiise check 66 the extent to which you agree with the following

Male Female (check one)

statemehts:

I.: Some of-the occupations
I found seem reasonable.
to me. J 1 . 1 1 I' J

NZtrongly Disagree.Undecided'Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

2. I have some clearer'""'
ideas about possible .

.

occupations for myself.
I ,I

I I .1 I

.:,
Strongly'Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly

Disagree Agree

3. I did not learn anything
about occupations through ..,

this experience.. , [ I - I 1 .1 . 1

Strongly Disagree,Undecided Agree Strongly

Disagree Agree

4. I have some clearer ideas
about unsuitable.occupa% .

.

.tions for wielf.
- / *....,

1 I (
1

Strongly Disagree Undedided'Agree Strongly
Disagree . . . Agree-.

5. I learne'd somethings
. about myself through this
counseling experience.. 1,- ] I 1. 1 1

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree. Strongly
-. Disagree . Agree

6. This vocational explo-

, ration experience was not
a good use of.mytime.

1
I 1 1

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly_
d

Disagree - 'Agree

4

<.)

AG . t
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.7. I would recommend this
. , vocational experience.

, , to a friend. 1 I I 1 I. I

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

8. As a result f this expe-
rience I have found other
occupations for myself I
had not thought of before. 1 1 1 1 1 1

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

9. I now have a clearer idea
of what I am looking for .

in an occupation.
1

I r 1 1

Strongly Dijagree Undecided Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

10. This vocational experience
encourages me to find.out
information about occu-
pations. 1

1 I
1 1

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly'
Dipagree Agree.

11. The results of this expe-
rience are confusing or
unsatisfactory. 1 I 1 . 1 I ' 1

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strorigly

Disagree Agree

12. My three-letter sumihary
(occupational) code seems
reasonable for me.

1 1 I 1 1 I

Strongly. Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly

Disagree Agree

Other comments:

1. My three-letter summary, occupational code was , and the

,name for each of these is and

2. The, hing I liked best about this experience was

3. The thing X disliked was .
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.APPENDIX E

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE QUESTIONNAIRE #1

Name School

Sex Race Age Grade

Read each of the qUestions carefully and write your answer in the space

provided.
1

1. If you are in high school, please check what type of educationalprogram

you are in: ,

College Preparatory , Vocational Education , 'General Educa-

tion , or Other (give title)

2. What is your father's occupation?

If not working now, what is his usual or former occupation?

.

3. What is your mother's occupation?
a

elf not working; her usualor former occupation?
4L

4. List all of the occupAtions you are considering right now.

5'. Beside each of the occupations listed below, write the letter,of the

personality type which is best suited to it.

Occupations

1: Salesman

2. Mechanic

3. Teacher

.14.FChemist

5. flUsician

6. Accountant

Personality Types

I. investigative

A. artistic
. .

S. -social

E. enterprising

C. conventional

R, realistic

I

:

(Please turn over to answer queitions.on back)

48
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6. Check (../) the extent to which you agree with the following statements:

41

A. The business of choosing an
occupation is very confusing
and I don't know where to
begin: L . - I I I 1.

- i

StrOngly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
Agree. - DiSagree

B. I would like to know much
more about myself before I
begin choosing an occu-
pation. I 1- I I I ** 1

Strungly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly

Agree Disagree
4114.

C. I need to know Mich more
about occupational oppor-'
tunities and requirements. I I 1

q 1 1

Strongly Agree Neutral Disag e Strongly

. Agree, , ..Disagree

D. I would like to know what
one or'two specific'occu-
pations are all about. I I I I

Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly

Agree Disagree

I

E. I have some ideas about
what I'd like. to dO but-I 1, A

need information about the"; --

training or education
required. t , 1 -,1 1 I '1

Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly,

Agree . Disagree
A

F. I need information about -
.

available training pro-
,

- ,

grams or colleges I,
might attend.

1
I I _ I 1 I

, Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly.
Agree . Disagree

G. I need to talk to a coun- ,

selor about my vocational
choice.- .0--

1
1

I 1 ,
, I

.
Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree 'Strongly

Agree tIsagkee
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4

H. I. feel I. underatand the

kinds of occupations that - '...

are suitable to my'pers,,

sonality. 0
I ' A I I

1 f

,,,," Strongly. Agree-Neutral Disagree Strongly

',,,,,,i- Agree Fit ? , Disagree .

....-
I. I have decide °tithe . -,

,

occupation I want to enter
(for example, nurse, elec-
trical engineer, cook). . 1

StropglyAgree Neutral Disagree Strongly.
Agree Disagree

,

J. I feel at ease'and com-0 .
0

fortable with where I am
in making a vocational
choide.

1
1 1 . -I' 1

Strongly Agrbe Neutral Disagree, Strongly

.., a 'Agree'
t,..

Disagree
. .
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APPENDIX F.

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE QUESTIONNAIRE #2

'Same

School
.

1. Answer the following questions by checking "Yes" or "No." Then, ifyou
Check "Yes," answer-.'How Many Times?". (You write in the number of times.)

EXAMPLE: Have you applied for a job within the
. ,

past three weeks?
11*

A. Within the past three weeks, have you talked
with other students about yourself and'your

career opportunities?*

B. Within the,past three weeks, have you talked
with your parents oF relatives about your-
self and your careen opportunities?,

C. Within the past three weeks, have you read
or sent for brochures or books on jobs or

occupations?

D. Within the'past three weeks, have you read
or sent for brochures or catalogs for
college or, ,training programs? ,

-r44(

E; Within the past three weeks, haveyou
visited or made plans to visit colleges,

( 'training institutions or places of

employMent?

IF. Within'Aapast three weeks, ha*you,.
Watchepany TV programs, seen exhibits,
shows; or radio programs With information:-
On occupations or colleges?

G. Within the' past' three weeks,,,have yon gone

:tosee your schoOl counselor either to
dlacuss,your career opportdilities or to
get information about them?

Yes
.

No How Many
Times;

,.

I 2 .

0

i\c....

.

e

e-

.
.

.

.

,

.

o
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A

H. Within the past three`weeki-, have yod gone
to the-library or to a teacher to get more
information about jobs or college.(or
training programs)?

I. Within the past three weeks, have you
talked with anyone about his or her job
to see if it is one you would want to do?

Yds No
,

How Many
Times?

e. .

\.
. .

2. List all,of the occupations you'are considering right now:

3. During the past three weeks, have you spent more or less time than usual
thinking about yourself and youf occupational future? (Place check (,/)

'between lines.)

Much Less About More Much

Less Time TimeThe Same Time More Time

4.. Please checti(I) the correct tlswer below:

a. People tend to choose occupations where they can be with people ;

like themselves.

b. Persons who choose, an occupation s ilar to,their personality
type are more likely to be satisf ed and successful in it.

c. Both answers a and b are correct.

d. Neither answer, a or b, is correct.'

If you completed the,$elf-Directed Search or the Occu-Sort three weeks ago,

please answef thislquestion:

My three-letter occupational (or summary) code was

the names-for each of these letters are

aw.
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APPENDIX G

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE QUESTIONNAIRE.#3

Name SChool

45.

Sex Age Race Grade

Read each of the estions below carefully and write your answer in the space

provided.

1. If you are in high school,,please check (I) what type ofeducational
program you are in:

xt

r
College Preparatory , Vocational Education , General

Education , or Other (give title)

2. What is your father's occupation?
If not working now, what is his usual or former occupation?

3. What.is your mother's occupation?
If not working, her usual or former occupation? /

4. Beside each of the occupations listed below, write the letter of the

personality type which is best suited to it: 4 .

Occupations Personality Types

1, Saltsman' I. investigative

**-

2. Mechanic A. artistic

3. Teacher S. social

r. 4. Chemist E. enterprising

5. Musiciaa____ C. conventional:
'1.

6. Aeceu nt R. realistic

Have you decided on an occupation you want to enter? How certain are

you? Think about it for a moment Now read the statement

'below, and cheek (/) the answer that best describes you:

5. I have decided on the Occupation I want to enter ( _example, cook,

, nurse, electrical engineer)

1 1 1 gre

Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly \,

Agree , ,Disagree
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r

Now that you have Checked how decided you rare about` choosing an occupa-

tion, how do you feel about where you are in making a choice? Concerned?

Comfortable?

Read the statement below, and check (J) the answer that best describes you:

,6.. I feel at ease and. comfortable with where I am in making a vocational'

choice.

1
, I I 1

i

Strongly Agree Neutral Disigree Strongly

Agiee Disagree
. .

7. Please list below all the things that are important to
.

you in choosing
an occupation (for example, some people might write down, "oticing

outdoors"). Use as many,or as few of the lines as you need. .

val

al

54

Thank you for your help.

0 a

or

I

1.
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